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Exercise 1

Extend the calibration exercise from Exercise Sheet 11 along the following directions:

(a) Include the possibility of pricing all calibration products either by means of the class
SwaptionAnalyticApproximation, as already carried out, or by means of a full Monte Carlo va-
luation using the class Swaption

(b) Consider both a norm in price and in volatility.

(c) Add the possibility of calibrating a normal LMM, i.e. one in which the forward Libor rates follow
the normal SDE:

dLi
t = σitdW

i
t

or some functions σit and Brownian motions W i
t . In order to achieve this one possibility is to use the

class BlendedLocalVolatilityModel that trnalsates interpolates between normal and lognormal
distribution using a displacement parameter 0 ≤ d ≤ 1.

Compare the different calibration experiments that you can perform. You can do the above by maybe
introducing flag boolean variables, or switch/case statements.

Exercise 2

Let St be a foreign equity following the usual geometric Brownian motion evolution

dSt = rFStdt+ σSStdWt

with rF being the foreign exchange rate, under the foreign risk neutral measure. Let the exchange rate
process ft be given by

dft = (rF − rD)ftdt+ σfftdZt

where rD is the domestic risk free rate.

(a) Find the dynamics of St under the domestic risk neutral measure (quanto adjustment);

(b) Using as a basis the usual BlackScholesOptionValue static method, write a program to find the
analytic value in the domestic currency of a call option on St of strike K = 100 and maturity T = 1.
The exchange rate of the option value is set at initiation to be equal to f0.

(c) By using Ito product rule, write down the evolution of the domestic value of the foreign asset i.e.,
Xt = Stft. Write a second program to find the analytic value of a call option written on Xt with
the parameters of the point above.


